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Hello Folks and welcome to your Newsletter.
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So here we are into the season and plenty of flying has
taken place since last month’s newsletter. Absolutely
loads for you this month so let’s get into it.
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1, Ed Speak- I’m stoked
One month on and its finally happened. After six months of not flying I
went to the Black Horse Club’s Solo Meet and had two cracking flights to
get my season started. One of them was simply awesome so is
documented elsewhere in this edition. I honestly hadn’t missed flying and
felt that a period of time away from it boosted my desire to fly again.
Getting back into the air the good vibes came flooding back and what a
venue to fly from. Tim Orchard very graciously offered the use of his farm
strip in Westcott near Aylesbury Bucks and the neighbours are the
Rothschild family at Waddesdon Manor. OMG, what a place to fly over on
a balmy summers evening. Suffice to say the weekend went well and the
company was very good.
I followed this up with a trip further North to Bedale in North Yorkshire
which just happens to be my favourite event of the year. Whilst I
contented myself by flying my Um M-120 over the weekend, there was
plenty of hopper action. This also lead to a conversation with David Head
which once again is documented elsewhere within this issue.
There is plenty of stock coming onto the market and in some cases
selling really quickly so according to your budget I believe there is enough
out there to satisfy most needs currently. It’s a great time to pick up a
bargain.
Finally, I have now received details from John Tyrrell about the 2018
One Man Meet and so have included them for your future planning.
Steve Roake
2, Essential Extras – Andy Booths Quick Release Mechanism
This section of the newsletter is specifically for items that I feel can make a
difference to your harmonious flying and so when I see a good idea that I
believe would make your hopping experience easier or better, this is the
section where it will be listed.
This is exactly the case with the item this time around because at
the recent Black Horse Solo Meet, two of the pilots present both
we’re using a quick release mechanism that made my way of
attaching to the vehicle look positively old hat.
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Good friends Andy Booth and Mike Woodcock were both using a
quick release mechanism that Andy had manufactured following
extensive research and perfected over a long period of time.
Andy Booth is a Production Engineer at Cameron Balloons and the man is
a talking walking encyclopaedia of knowledge and so when he comes
up with a good idea, you know he will have put the time in to make sure it
works properly.

Andy’s Release on a test rig
The motives behind it are for the safety of the pilot, ease of use and it
stows easily in flight. Compared with my current attachment point of a
lower D ring, this makes sense. Andy tells me he got the idea when cutting
down a paragliding one he designed when at Thunder and Colt /
Harley Paragliders. The one shown above is the second version, the
only difference being the release cord is sewn in compared to Mike
Woodcock’s version where the release line is tied on to the
hardware. Whilst Andy isn’t actively trying to get business, he told
me that he has enough parts to produce another six items if
demand is there.
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After the one allocated to me, the other five are going to be
available at a very good price of £40 each which I think is great value for
a solution to a problem.

Thanks very much in advance to Andy for mine and clearly as a great
idea I have no problems recommending the Andy Booth Quick release as
an Essential extra.
To contact Andy directly please use the following link.
Email pyrotab@gmail.com
3, The Features Section. –
The 2018 Black Horse Balloon Club Solo Meet.
A number of years ago I can remember sitting in the Black Horse Pub in
Great Missenden Buckinghamshire (about 35 miles from London) with
the Then Ultramagic Balloons UK rep Tim Revell and the late lovely
Graham Philpot (ex-chairman of the Club), discussing an idea to
hold a balloon event in early April or May primarily for one man
balloons. From these early seeds came an event called “The
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Solo Meet”. Ballooning was experiencing good times, and for a number of
years it was an unqualified success, until the tragedy of Graham’s sad
demise. The BHBC went into freefall and basically shut down without
Grahams input, Tim retired and Now potters up and down the length of
the country with his lovely wife Hillary in their narrow boat and the Solo
Meet disappeared, leaving a big gap for one-man balloons until Dave
Such created the Little and Large Meet. Going full circle, and suddenly I
get a phone call from Peter Gray who has spoken to Stuart Skinner about
getting the BHBC back out there on the map and Peter is dead keen to
resurrect the Solo Meet. Naturally living only 40 miles from the venue I’m
onboard in a flash.
Whilst it only had limited publicity, the Solo Meet returned to its
home venue in May 2018 thanks to those two guys efforts. I have to say, I
had an absolutely brilliant time with the people who came. Judging from
the fun we had, there will be vastly more attendees next time around in
2019. Three of us, myself, Andy Booth and Mike Woodcock all camped in
the field by the pub which also helps and armed with peter’s enthusiasm
and Stuarts local Knowledge and access to launch sites- we had a ball.
Friday evening came with the three of us having the briefing and then
decamping to a launch site in Thame. On the track we had, and given
the conditions coupled to the sensitive areas on my map and my lack of
recent flying I bailed out of flying but the two amigos got the event
started flying together and landing in the Aylesbury area just under an
hour later. My crew of jack Reddall and Jim Findlay and myself returned to
the Firecrest Pub for a stonking meal.
Saturday am at an unearthly hour we reconvened. Again, looking
on the map, the best option for us was to decamp to Thame with the plan
of flying down the Valley towards the Black Horse so we drove to the site,
but initially I was put off by the lack of cover and the upper winds. Again,
most prominent in my mind was the need to go back to basics as I hadn’t
flown in six months so I wasn’t keen at all and now getting bad vibes
about turning down two slots. However, the other two pilots, (armed with
a very good amount of knowledge and internet information), concurred
with my view and so we took solace in a well-known eatery for
breakfast called the deep Mill diner. I have to say I was wondering if
the weekend would draw me a blank but I really need not have
worried.
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Three hoppers out of Westcott -photo by Stuart Skinner.
The forecast said the weather was improving and by briefing on sat pm
we were joined by Tim Orchard from Westcott. After some serious
consulting we all agreed to take up Tim’s offer of flying from his farm strip
at his house. What an inspired decision. Lovely set up and lightening winds
meant that the four solo craft were soon over Buckinghamshire enjoying
a balmy summers evening flight with about 7knots wind at 1000ft. All
my pathetic irrational fears from not recently flying evaporated and
I had a lovely 50 mins to a village called Hardwick. Stuart Skinner
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had joined us for the evening and luckily for us he found a fantastic
Chinese restaurant on the way home that was stellar. Brilliant food nice
beer and a flight in the bag – oh happy days!
By the time we had returned to the camping site, we had word that
the local Virgin balloon rides pilot Spencer Craze would be launching from
our very field on Sunday Morning so a local launch would be in the offing.
Sunday am arrived and so did an inversion. Spencer said in his
opinion the surface winds and the upper ones would be 180 degrees
different. This proved to be the case and whilst Tim Orchard decided to
stay local and Box from his farm strip in G-MOUZ his Cameron O-26, the
three of us left flew from the Black Horse. All three of us also got back into
the launch field after our flights which were all very different. Mine is
detailed below in its own story.
Summing up. Three flown slots out of a possible five isn’t too shabby.
I’m sure next year’s event will have more participants, but in a nut shell
thanks to Stuart and Peter, The Solo Meet is back!
Probably my best flight yet – by Steve Roake
You know what it’s like, you see other people “boxing” around a launch
field and sometimes you want to join in and on other occasions you want
to go for a longer flight. This was one of those occasions. I have an
unwritten judge declared goal for this hopper to average more than one
hour on every flight and having completed 50 mins the night before, as
conditions looked right I thought I’d go longer.
We had woken up on the launch site (i.e. the pub field) seeing
Spencer Craze driving in with his big Virgin balloon, my only concern
was that the direction that we thought we would fly would be a
shortish flight, but Spencer was adamant that with height the prevailing
direction would be 180 degrees different from the surface winds. Andy
Booth and Mike Woodcock took off before me and followed Spencer
climbing as they went. A really pronounced inversion masked the
prevailing wind and as I too took to the air I thought the track might be
good if I went high, seeing as Great Missenden doesn’t have too much
direction towards Chesham /Bovingdon area before you leave the
map (and I didn’t have the next one). I was delighted to climb to
the same level as Spencer at 2800 feet to see a steady 7 knots
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on a track of 045. This elongated the duration on my map, and whilst the
other two hoppers seemed intent to try and ultimately succeed in having
shorter flights, they both appeared to make it back into the launch field.
Doing a 360-degree scan, the visibility on this morning was
awesome. To my south east just jutting out of some misty cloud the
London skyline was very evident with The Shard taking centre place.
Looking North the Vale of Aylesbury seemed to go on for ever and it was
similar towards the west as well. Watching the guys travel only a km or two
from the site, I decided to do my own thing and set off after Spencer who
seemed intent to track towards Tring area.
The funny thing was that the wind was fickle, drop as little as 300
feet and it could be flat calm. Returning to 2800 or higher restored the
track and so I set off towards the Wendover woods and Asheridge and
Wigginton. Lovely villages passed below me as I surveyed my map
gingerly, having to stuff it under my straps having forgotten my map case.
As I got to around an hour’s duration and watching the wind drop I
had seen plenty of village greens and the odd cricket pitch which I
thought would make a really good place to aim at landing. However, it
was evident as I descended that the surface track still existed and
reversing my path presented me with a small dilemma as a sensitive area
presented itself along my track. Clearly, I wouldn’t be landing soon so I
also decided that before I even thought about any potential landing spot
I would clear the high-tension power lines that ran up the side of the main
A413 towards Wendover. As I cleared them I told my crew on the radio
there was a high probability of me landing after the railway line that also
tracked North / South.
Inadvertently my path was heading slightly nearer the launch field
and as I descended in preparation for a landing I flew just above tree top
height I actually wondered if by staying just below the tops of the trees, I
would get a draw wind that might just might, get me close to the pub and
the field which now seemed a distinct possibility.
My one concern was that the wind (a mere 2 knots), now appeared
destined to take me over the tree line and away from the pub but just as
I approached the triangulated junction before the pub I knew I’d have
to climb to get some more right to align myself with the field.
Climbing by about 100 feet, a small amount of right got me half
way towards my goal before I once again started to sink back
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on the valley wind. If there is one thing I’ve learnt whilst hopping, it’s not to
give up too early on a goal and so up I went again. Added pressure was
now evident, as I could see everyone watching me to see if I’d make it
into the field.
As luck would have it, the wind gods were on my side and I was more
successful on my second attempt to get some right and then descend
into the field. With people clapping I arrived some one hour and 25 mins
back to within 50 metres from where I took off from. Later on, the three
pilots all received bottles of sparkling wine for their efforts and I’m sure that
for me, this one will remain with me for a long time, Final stats, flight time
85mins, fuel used 44 litres, distance travelled 7.5nm. Finally, thanks to my
willing and able crew Jim Findlay and Stuart Skinner who videoed the
landing.
https://youtu.be/eg3n4dP_qJ8
David Head – the most prolific hopper pilot out there?
Whilst attending the recent Bedale Balloon Festival, I bumped into David
Head and his lovely wife. In conversation which naturally revolved around
hoppers, I asked how he was fairing with his now less than two-year old
Cameron O-31 G-CJIX? David who spends the winter in Myanmar flying
passenger rides balloons has taken to hopping as his preferred form of
flying as it’s easy to do with his current car and the wife doesn’t mind
driving the retrieve.
So how many hours would you imagine a 24-month-old balloon
would have upon it, particularly a hopper? Ten to fifteen? If I told you I
did 8.5 in 12 months then you’d have a guide.
The answer is way different. He has actually flown in 24 months a total
time of 45.05 hours which to me (unless you know differently), makes him
the World’s most prolific hopper pilot. This strikes me as very busy but if you
know of somebody who is out there doing more, feel free to let me
know.
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G-CJIX, two years young and 45.05 hours total time
photo with thanks to David Head.
Hoppers at beadle
Bedale is a jewel of an event that seems to provide unexpected slots
near enough every year even when the weather doesn’t appear
suitable. This year was no exception with the only real predicted slot
being Friday pm, and whilst I wasn’t flying the hopper I was keen to get a
banker flight in. A lovely 50 min flight over RAF Leeming saw about 10
balloons take to the air including David Head in his hopper and whilst not
too many fields had been cut up here everyone had an enjoyable flight
in my case selecting the first available cut field on my flightpath.
Returning to the social at the Rugby Ground we all sat down to the
evenings meal and a few beers and Mark Stelling told us all there
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was a chance of a flyable slot in the morning before the rain would arrive,
so it would be an early start. I have to say I wasn’t convinced so didn’t
prepare to fly the following slot.
However, I woke up just after 5-30am to hear that well known sound
of inflation fans. The great thing about Bedale, is that you are camping
literally yards away from the launch field so no travelling to the field to see
if it is flyable. I still decided that I didn’t want to fly the slot but took the
opportunity to wander amongst those were which included David Head
again, Martin Mitchell in his Cameron O-31G-CKTW and thoroughly
enjoying the small morning inversion by the looks of things. The track was a
more northerly path that the previous night by most of those who chose to
fly (around 7-9), got flown and packed away before the clouds signifying
rain arrived.
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Saturday evening wasn’t scheduled to fly but everyone was
engaged in a social barbeque until I fulfilled a promise to Richard
Bowater, our host, who wanted to see my hopper so we got it out for a
very quick sunset tether. This was its anniversary of delivery to me but on
the previous occasion here at Bedale it wasn’t inflated as it was being
saved for the record flight in Metz.
Sunday morning, we all woke early around 5am and as we had
predicted the weather was good for flying with another small inversion but
no chance of rain this time. There were more participants this morning and
amongst them was Glenn Everett in his Um H-31 G-OINN. So now we had
four hoppers evident in a total of about 17 balloons that had appeared.
Initially from the launch site the direction was back towards RAF
Leeming with around 5-6 knots, however when I descended some 2-3km
from the site the inversion was still evident. I dropped to tree top height
with the intention of tracking back towards the launch field but the wind I
had simply died about two fields from the take-off site. Up once again into
airflow and again I set off away from the site. Most other balloons had
approached the motorway junction and descended to track some 90
degrees in a northerly track so we joined them. I have always loved
running across a field low level and so with 6 knots now on the surface I
thought I’d ride the wave and go with the pack. Beautiful low-level flying
followed until I found the smallest triangulated field that was set aside and
not crop. Taking the opportunity, we landed. This concluded the flying at
Bedale. I had taken the hopper with the thought that a cheeky little flight
might have been nice, but I was well overdue to fly the crew who had
travelled from all over the uk to attend so I’m delighted they all got a
flight. There is also a small on-going issue with my hopper bottom end
which once sorted I will tell you about. Suffice to say, factory support with
the issue is tremendous and we will affect a solution to the problem very
soon.
For anyone contemplating attending the Bedale festival with a
hopper in the future, this area is great for flying with few sensitive areas on
the map, the social side of the event is superb thanks to the collective
efforts of Nicola and Richard Bowater and Mark Stelling. My advice is
get yourself on the invite list for 2019.
This is still my favourite event of the year. Steve Roake
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An alternative view of the Solo Meet by Stuart Skinner
Hoping to hop
I have only been involved in ballooning since 2004, although I had
observed this sport at a distance for many years prior. Probably like many
outside of the ballooning fraternity, I’d always thought of it as ‘a rich
man’s sport’. A year later I decided that I’d go for my licence and
checked out in the spring of 2007. While enjoying basket flying, I often
wondered what it’d be like to fly by the seat of my pants – or so to speak.
I had spoken to a few hopper owners and had received offers of
letting me bounce around wherever/whenever the opportunity came
about. As you will all be very aware, ballooning at least does teach you to
become rather chilled due to the nature of our great British weather. So,
our climate playing its part, meant that getting all the ducks lined up
would be a rare thing.
Anyway, sometime during the dark months I received a call from
Peter Gray who mentioned that the Little and Large meet which I learned
was run for many years by Dave Such, was not going to happen this year
and it’d be an opportunity for us to pick up the baton and perhaps run it
at the Black Horse. We made a loose plan to give it a bash as a possible
back up should the annual ‘All Fools Meet’ become a wash out. True to
recent form, Easter gradually looked worse weather-wise as it
approached. The pragmatic decision was to cancel.
Looking forward, we got on with organising our first Solo meet.
Steve Roake being a champion of hopping got involved and agreed
promoted the event in Cloudhoppers. He also gave tremendous support
via a number of phone conversations with me. We now had the basics in
place.
During one of our conversations, Steve offered me the chance of
letting me play with his relatively new toy. This was an offer not to be
refused!
The weekend approach and the weather actually didn’t look too
bad. I had a very busy week at work and managed to leave site with
just enough time to greet those already camped out in the field. We
did have a few teething troubles namely communication issues,
however, we managed eventually to bash things into shape.
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The Friday wind looked swiftest, giving a direction which would have
taken us too near busy areas if an hour + flight was desired from the Black
Horse. A friend of mine had offered the use of his sheltered paddock in
Thame, so we took the decision to go from there. We had the Met office
forecast in hand and as all good pilots do, sought further weather
information.
Watching and listening to Mike Woodcock and Andy Booth conferring
their findings as well as plotting the suspected path was really interesting
and educational. Steve decided for his own reasons that he would not be
flying and so we assisted Mike & Andy into the air.
Saturday mornings track gave the same, but after decamping to a
friendly farmers field Near Thame, it was decided that the wind was just
too quick. Saturday evening looked perfect. Once again, a
weather/wind/location conference took place and Tim Orchard kindly
offered his garden as a launch site. Four hoppers floated gently off over
Waddesdon Manor. For those yet to fly over this architectural beauty,
you are in for a treat.
I retrieved along with Jim Findlay for Steve. He landed in a field on
the edge of Hardwick north of Aylesbury to the entertainment of
local villagers whose general comments were” ‘he must be
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mad to fly that” – I thought to the contrary. One big advantage to
hopping soon revealed itself when we found locked gates and so had to
carry out. It all packed away neatly and became just three items. There
were three of us, so one item each, easy!
Sunday morning gave a forecast of slow surface with an inversion at
2000ft. this gave murmurings of ‘maybe/possibly/could we’ fly a box?
Well, the answer came in due course as we watched Steve, Andy & Mike
rise away to the south-east, fly back over the field and then screw back
down lining up with the north-west side of the field. It was a joy to watch
as one by one they made their approach heading back into the field –
almost onto the spot they took off from, with Steve touching down in the
pub car park. We learned later that Tim, although taking off from his
garden once again, also flew a box! Good work chaps.
After a hearty breakfast (perhaps I shouldn’t have gone for the ‘gutbuster’) it was, for me, the big moment. Steve talked me through a few
pointers, most importantly – no gimbal! Mike, who had already said his
good-byes, couldn’t resist assisting and also gave me some precious
advice. All I can say, is I felt happier than the cat that got the cream. 30
mins rapidly disappeared and I’d at last ticked another box.
I’ve since learned that the solo meet was first held at the Black
Horse many years ago. Someone said during the weekend, the solo meet
has come home. With the positive feedback received since, it looks likely
that we’ll do it again next year.
Most hopper pilots have told me that hopping is a bit like Marmite – you
love it or hate it. I happen to love Marmite, I now too love hopping.
EBAA Post Mills Vermont 2018 by Adam Barrow
It’s not every day you get to check off a ballooning bucket list item, so
when I discovered I would be only 3 hours’ drive from the EBAA meet at
Brian Bollands place in Post Mills, Vermont I added a couple of days to the
work trip, made my excuses to my wife, and set about planning on getting
over to the event.
I have watched this event since its inception and have been an
admirer of Brian’s approach to building balloons for as long as I can
remember. But for an Australian, Post Mills Vermont is about
17,000km away, almost as far away as you can get. I could
never justify a trip over just for this one event.
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I drove down from Montreal on Friday night and arrived about 9pm, just
in time to catch the back end of the night glow and then try and find Paul
Stumpf who had graciously agreed to provide me a tent. A quick round of
introductions to a number of people, including Brian failed to yield any
intelligence on his location, so in true balloonist style, I had a beer and
slept in the car with great expectations of the next morning’s activities.
The weather was forecast to close in around lunchtime on
Saturday so we were hopeful of getting a nice slot on Saturday morning
and I woke to the church bell at about 5am to find a stunning morning
with a beautiful surface light surface mist and a couple of keen balloonists
already laying out their kit on the field.
Over the next couple of hours I was thrilled to watch about 40
homebuilt balloons of all shapes and sizes take to the skies, some tethered
for the crowd but most flew around an hour in a slow box around the field
and village. The beautiful tight valley around Post Mills allows for some
beautiful steerage and slow winds, perfect for hoppers.
The thing I really loved about this event is that there is no one
criticising what the people are doing. It’s incredibly supportive and there is
a lot of very open and creative thinking going on by these builders.
Some of the kit here is not to everyone’s personal taste or inclination, but
that doesn’t matter, they are out there trying something new, enjoying
themselves and learning along the way. The encouragement amongst
the participants was brilliant.
The new 54 Duo that Paul Stumpf has built for his own pleasure
is a work of art and it was a real treat to see his workmanship up close? I
also had the chance to sit down with Paul for an interview for Aunty
Monkey. He is just one of the amazing people who make this event so
great.
One of the things Brian has been talking about for a long time is
light weight kit. This is evidenced by the huge number of attendees who
also believe in this same approach. I think it is interesting the
manufacturers are finally getting on board with this, it’s taken a while but it
is the obvious way to go? Some of the bottom ends at the event,
including a homebuilt airship, might not catch on too soon, but it’s
great to see people pursuing and achieving their dreams.
I will be certainly taking on some of the lightweight ideas I saw in
Post Mills for my next projects, and Tim Wilkinson from the UK is
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of the similar view, and we will be pushing this with our local balloon
building communities.
Lunchtime Saturday saw the long forecast rain arrive and there
was not much in the way of activities on Saturday afternoon. No fear or
boredom though as the balloon museum of Brians is a good 3 or 4-hour
exercise in itself. I don’t think there is a better or more eccentric collection
of early balloon equipment and paraphernalia anywhere in the World. I
have also never seen a better display of vacuum cleaners or
Flamingos………. or any display actually.
Saturday night saw me invited to the campsite of Kevin Morris to
hide from the rain by the camp fire. A great night had with tall tales and
probably a few too many beers. Another example of the great
camaraderie in the sport as I’d only met Kevin that afternoon.
Given it was raining Paul had decided to head home, taking my (as yet
unseen) tent with him. So, I upgraded from my car and moved into the
couch in the balloon museum. I thought this was a brilliant idea and
apparently, I wasn’t the only one as I managed to get the last couch in
the place with another 10 people also ducking the rain and sleeping
inside.
Sunday morning as calm but very overcast and a bit of light rain
passing through. This did not deter Brian who headed off down into the
trees at the far end of the field and flew back up to the museum
with a drop line landing narrowly avoiding the museum windows and my
bed from the previous night. All good fun and many
laughs. Keith Sproul then took off and headed completely the wrong
direction into the woods. I trust he made it out eventually.
After a display of Morris dancing from the local troupe and an
enjoyable Aunty Monkey interview with Tim Wilkinson, I jumped back into
my car and headed for the airport in Montreal. It really was a fantastic
weekend despite the weather. And as for not being able to justify the trip
over just for this one event…… I was WRONG. It’s an amazing spot, with
friendly people, and it a must do for every ballooning enthusiast. I hope I
can make it back again soon.
Adam Barrow.
Many thanks for this Adam, sorry I hassled you so much for it, but
Well worth the efforts in the end, it’s truly a one of a kind place
- Ed.
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4, Homebuilding SectionFresh from his exploits at Post Mills , Tim Wilkinson returned to the uk and
promptly made his second iteration of a bottom end .This beautifully
finished product was on show at Bedale , and incorporates a lot of ideas
harvested on the USA trip.

In essence what has changed is that Tim has dropped the top rails to 20
inches to improve the way of getting into the basket . Its big enough for
one person with internal tanks or alternatively they can be mounted on
the outside and the basket can snuggly accommodate two people.
All up weight of this basket is I believe 28 kgs but judging from the
reaction of Claire Westwood who flew it at Bedale it’s a great
product.
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Both pictures with thanks to Tim Wilkinson
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5 Interesting Photos

The “Essence of Bedale” taken by Jim Finlay showing how lovely the countryside
is in Yorkshire with a bit of hopper activity.
6, New Allocations This Month / Changes of Ownership
This month I only know of one impending new balloon. Hopefully by next month it
will have been delivered and I can show you all a photograph of the latest
Cameron O-31 c/n 12207. This is destined for France as F-HHJB, but until the
owner has taken delivery understandably we have to wait.
Changes of ownership are detailed more in the second-hand section this
month with quite a few new owners and plenty out there if you want a
hopper.
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Cameron “Stock Hopper” for sale, exclusively to Cloudhoppers.org
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we have a “stock Hopper” offering for you our viewers. In this case the
specially designed option is a creation of your editor who submitted the
design for approval by Cameron Balloons.
This specific design retails at our unique price point of £8670 which
includes the price of the scoop and VAT payment. Clearly this represents
a decent percentage saving compared with the list prices which have
just been revised for 2018.
To purchase the above offering please contact Cameron Balloons
directly on +44(0)117 9637216 and ask to speak to either Craig or Simon.
Second Hand Movements

What a time for second hand hopper sales! There are more examples
available now for sale of various sizes than for a long time and two sales
were very quick to be snapped up. In America towards the end of the
month David Tanzer posted an Adams 42 for sale at an incredible price
for the whole system. I think the whole system was under $4000 so it went
like a hot cake. For comparison the envelope weight was 110lbs.
The next surprising sale was Andrew Gregory’s LBL 35A G-OBAB. This
complete balloon came with a fan and was priced at £8950 which I have
to say I thought was slightly pricey. There was no doubt that the system
was well looked after but in comparison to G-HTEC as advertised last
month I thought the envelope was overpriced with 85 hours on it
compared to the G-HTEC one with only one at £6500. If you split the kit
down I’d say the bottom end is worth £3-3400, fan worth £500 all day so
the rest was the envelope. However, I’m happy to say I was wrong and it
was snapped up really quickly and off to a new home.
Another bargain quickly snapped up was the ex-Tim Wilkinson
hopper G-CISD. The Sackville AH-31 was the third annex 2 balloon built
and is now in the hands of Linda Crossland Clarke.
Equipment that has come up for sale this month above and beyond
what was spoken about last month includes G-BSAK. This Thunder and
Colt 21A (from 1990) comes with a Lindstrand Mk 1 bottom end built in
1994. It has flown 173 hours and is for sale at Euros 2900 see advert in
www.ballloons4sale.eu if interested.
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Another complete kit up for grabs in the USA is the ex- Gary Tarter hopper
advertised by Marie Chieruzzi. This LBL 35A (N445LB), dates from 2005 and
features a modified Mk2 bottom end as seen below. The lovely designed
envelope has a total usage of 106 hours. Whilst price isn’t known you can
contact her via the cloudhoppers page on Facebook if interested. Picture
of the envelope is in the gallery section.
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7. Gallery Pages –

Your Editor’s choice of new and interesting hoppers and duo’s active in
the world of ballooning right now.

G-BSAK alive and well in France with Malcolm Mitchell
And for sale currently.
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Also, for sale in the USA by Marie Chieruzzi is this LBL35A.
N445LB is just not getting flown enough.
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8, Manufacturer / Event News/ Industry News
One Man Meet 2018
Just a quick update from John Tyrrell about this year’s One Man Meet.
John Has confirmed that the launch site will be south of Chipping Norton
in the Cotswolds just like last year. A series of possible sites are being
surveyed with definitive news next month.
The dates have already been confirmed as Friday 5th October
meeting at the (to be confirmed Site), at 3pm going right through until
around lunchtime on 7th.
As said as soon as I know I will confirm the details for you.
Facebook membership continues to rise with the current level of
1203 current and still rising. Let’s hope this trend continues.
All articles for inclusion in future issues will be gratefully received by
your Editor. Please forward them to steve.roake33@gmail.com
and feedback good, bad or indifferent is always welcome.
Views aired by contributors may not be those of the Editor.
Safe and happy hopping! Steve Roake.
For all previous newsletters visit www.cloudhoppers.org/Newsletters.
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